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I wish to say a few words about Vit Klemeš as an admirer of his who had the good 

fortune to meet him in person and the honour to exchange ideas and thoughts with 

him in the last few years. 

My relationship with Vit started in 2003 with his caustic letter complaining about my 

misquotation of his “Hurst” paper. His paper was attached to the letter with some 

annotations, including a dedication “to Dr. Koutsoyiannis without compliments”.  

So, the first thing I remember about Vit is his frank, unfeigned, clear-cut – and thus 

friendly – writing, also suggestive of the importance of scientific disagreement and 

discussion.    

Vit’s sweet personality, noble soul and kind manner on the one hand, and his 

profound scientific knowledge and powerful reasoning on the other, made 

disagreeing with him a fascinating and entertaining experience, a lesson in the 

importance of understanding the other’s position, and a demonstration of the power 

and usefulness of dialogue in scientific affairs.  

Vit’s involvement in science went far beyond hydrology. He had an informed opinion 

about broad scientific and philosophical issues. He even wrote an essay about the 

Special Relativity theory, entitled “Asymmetric Aging or Asymmetric Reasoning?”, as 

well as a note on the formation and historical evolution of cart tracks.  

In addition to being a scientist and engineer, Vit was a conscious and active citizen of 

the world, having strong positions on all contemporary political, economic and even 

religious affairs and problems. His recent book, entitled “An Imperfect Fit: Advanced 

Democracy and Human Nature”, is one of the testimonies of his activity of this type. 

Vit Klemeš was, thus, an unusual and unorthodox personality resembling more an 

ancient philosopher than a specialized modern scientist. Some of his works were 

recently published collectively in a book with the manifest title “Common Sense and 

Other Heresies”. 

We hydrologists will certainly remember him as we keep reading his monumental 

papers. I wish that we also try to follow his approach to use common sense, to dare 

be heretic, and to mimic his caustic and humourist attitude.  
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